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The rapid development of mobile Internet industry creates a rapid growth 
momentum of mobile data services. For the time being, the three systems of IOS, 
Windows Phone and Android are independent, relatively closed which causes 
developers need to switch over a number of platforms, this sort of closed development 
approach is contrary to the spirit of the Internet interoperability. The interconnection 
among different brands and different types of mobile terminals is not only the user's 
expectations, but the trend of interconnect. In face of this trend, it has become a top 
priority to carry out the support platform of the mutual network service technology 
which can help enterprises to carry out the rapid development. 
Starting from actual applications of mobile Internet, the platform reduces the 
difficulty of application development and support the quick delivery of business 
application through analyzing the systematical need based on various open service, 
analyzing and designing the systematical architecture and function, integrating and 
opening the mobile communication and internet technology competence, thus fulfill 
the One-stop service of full range of mobile Internet Applications (such as planning, 
design, production, marketing, maintenance, etc.) for the business customer. The 
target audience of this platform includes business customers, government agencies 
and industry groups; Mobile Internet development enterprise; ordinary small and 
medium enterprises; etc. 
The platform makes front end completely static based on HTML5, which can be 
adapted to the Hybrid application (need to call the device functions, such as phone, 
camera) or mobile Web site, modularized public service platform can combines the 
advantages of Native and HTML5, while overcoming their shortcomings. Design and 
construct the platform with RESTful services which is based on Spring MVC. The 
platform function module is divided into: basic components, user management, mall 
components, order components, information components, store components, etc. Key 















deployment based on cloud computing platform. 
This research focus on aggregating mobile communication and internet 
technology capabilities and build up an integrated platform which is based on APP 
integration marketing services and other value-added services. 
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操作系统：CentOS 或 WINDOWS 7  
虚拟机：jdk-7-linux-i586 或 jdk-7-win-i586  
浏览器：Chrome  
Web服务器：Apache Tomcat 7.0/Jetty 
数据库：MongoDB 
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